Prepare RPD
Develop Theory of Change
Prepare CPD
Prepare CPAP
Contribute to UNDAF
Contribute to UNDAF Theory of Change
Complete Country-level Macro-assessment of HACT
Contribute to CCA
Contribute to Roadmap
If no UNDAF

UNDAF / CPD
If high risk
Prolonged crisis situation / elevated security risk

UNDAF Legal annex
UNDAF Theory of Change Guidance
UNDAF Guidelines:
Discuss arrangements for audit of government expenditures with the Government Coordinating Agency as per the HACT Framework

UNDAF Roadmap guidance
UNDG CCA guidance:
Analysis provides inputs to Theory of Change and UN's programming priorities, including UNDP's comparative advantage in the programming and larger financing context

UNDG Guidelines:
UNDP Roadmap:
Analysis provides inputs to Theory of Change and UN's programming priorities, including UNDP's comparative advantage in the programming and larger financing context

UNDG Partnership & Communications Strategy and Roadmap
UNDG Programme Criticality Assessments (if high risk)

UNDG Guidance

UNDP Regional Programme